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Abstract— There have been many researches carried out on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) in recent years because of its wide 
applications.  Object tracking is one of the most common requirements in WSN applications.  Object tracking is mainly used to track 
certain objects in its detection area and to report their location to the application users via base station, periodically. Prediction based 
tracking schemes has been followed here to achieve reductions in energy dissipation from the sensor nodes. Efficient detection and 
location estimation of the missing object are significant requirements of an Object Tracking in WSN. In this paper, the research is 
concerned with the problem of coordinate calculation of sensor nodes and objects to recover the missing objects in location estimation 
process, regardless of the specific estimation methods. In order to  achieve significant reductions in energy dissipation, we propose 
Atomic Multilatertion, Collaborative Location Estimation and also we propose Iterative Bayesian Estimation Method to minimize location 
errors. The simulation results show that Bayesian estimation achieves good performance and it outperforms atomic multilatertion and 
collaborative location estimation in terms of energy efficiency and location errors. 
 
Index Terms— Wireless Sensor Network, Object tracking, multilatertion, Bayesian estimation, Energy consumption, Location Error. 
 

——————————      —————————— 
 
1 INTRODUCTION  
 
A Wireless sensor network (WSN) typically employs low-
cost, densely organized, tiny electronic nodes connected to 
each other via wireless communication. Each node is 
equipped with embedded processors, sensor devices, and 
storage and radio transceivers. WSNs have attractive 
commercial application in areas such as healthcare, object 
tracking, monitoring, smart homes, and surveillance and 
intrusion detection [1].WSN are created by deploying a 
large number of sensor nodes in a certain area, which is 
usually called the detection area, for monitoring purposes. 
Sensors are interconnected and are used collectively as a 
monitoring and reporting device to acquire precise types of 
data as desired by the application requirements[2]. 
 
Object tracking is one of the most demanding applications 
in WSNs due to its application requirements, and it places a 
heavy burden on the network resources, particularly in 
energy consumption. The main task of an Object Tracking 
is to track a moving object and to report its latest location in 
the monitored area to the application in an acceptable 
timely manner, and this dynamic process of sensing and 
reporting keeps the network’s resources under heavy 
pressure [3]. Among the technical issues to be addressed in 
developing sensor networks for object tracking, energy 
conservation is probably the most critical one, since the 
sensor nodes are often supported by batteries which could 
be difficult to replace. A lot of existing researches are 
focused on optimizing the communication cost by 
inactivating radios as much as possible or by trading off 
computation for communication [4-5]. 
 
Prediction based tracking technique  is an object tracking 
technique that revolves around the ability to predict the 
objects future movements and track it with the minimum 

number of sensor nodes while keeping the other sensor 
nodes in the network in sleep mode. This will lead to 
significantly reducing the networks energy consumption. 
Using prediction technique, it is possible to have some 
missing objects during the tracking process. The main 
contribution of the paper is to localize the missing object 
and to reduce the location error. For tracking, we adopt the 
framework proposed in [6]. 
 
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We briefly 
review the related work in Section 2. In section 3.1 we 
describe the problem statement and the proposed work 
such as   Atomic Multilatertion, Collaborative Location 
Estimation and Bayesian Estimation presented in section 
3.2, section 3.3, and section 3.4 respectively. The 
performance evaluation is made in section 4.  Section 5 
concludes this paper. 
 
2 RELATED WORKS 

Jadoon et al. [7] justified the location based routing protocol 
shows good performance in terms of throughput, end to 
end delay, packet loss using various mobility patterns. 
Hatem Abdul-Kader et al.[8] identified the database 
location of the moving object cannot update continuously 
and considered the Modelling of the moving object 
database and also the author used petrinet model for 
location updating in object tracking. Nijad Al-Najdawi et 
al.[9]  presents a low cost automatic object tracking 
algorithm and used a simplified version of the Kanade-
Lucas-Tomasi technique to detect the features of both 
continuous and  discontinuous nature. Finally the author 
proposed Kalmanfilter for the purpose of seeking optimal 
estimates in tracking. 
Y.E.M. Hamoudaa et al. [10] suggested using adaptive 
sampling for collaborative multi-target tracking in sensor 
networks, where the sampling interval is computed at each 
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step in such a way that the prediction is  succeed and the 
tracking is continued and it provides a significant 
improvement in energy efficiency while maintaining 
acceptable accuracy. S. Bhatti et al.  [11] Found Cluster-
Based Target Tracking Strategy to allow fault tolerance 
with a minimum energy consumption and high tracking 
probability and there by varying the number of nodes, 
cluster heads and target speed. By organizing the network 
into clusters, this scheme is capable of tracking the moving 
target as well as recovering nodes and cluster heads from 
failures. George K. Atia et al. [12] identified Sensor 
Scheduling for Energy-Efficient Target Tracking in Sensor 
Networks to correspond to the problem of tracking an 
object moving randomly through a dense network of 
wireless sensors and devised approximate strategies for 
scheduling the sensors to optimize the trade-off between 
tracking performance and energy consumption for a wide 
range of models. 
 
Guido H.Jajamovich et al. [13] felt kalman filter to solve the 
multitarget tracking and sensor localization tasks when the 
number of targets is known and there is no uncertainty in 
the origin of their measurements. Zou et al. [14] used target 
localization based on virtual forces. It focuses on sensor 
deployment strategies that maximize the coverage by 
binary sensor detection and probabilistic sensor detection 
models for low and high detection accuracy. Yingqi Xu et 
al. [15] address the energy conservation issues in the 
reporting operations and it propose the Dual Prediction 
Reporting (DPR) mechanism, in which the sensor nodes 
make intelligent decisions about whether or not to send 
updates of objects movement states to the base station and 
thus save energy. The energy savings achieved by DPR are 
stable under the ranges of mobile object dynamics 
considered in this paper. Aslam et.al. [23] Opined that a 
filtering style tracking algorithm will detect the targets 
using binary sensors  
 
Kyriakakos et al. [24] initiated a path prediction algorithm 
that exploits the machine learning algorithm of learning 
automata. The decision of the learning automaton is driver 
by the movement patterns of a single user but is also 
affected by the aggregated patterns demonstrated by all 
users. O.Wolfson. et al. [16] offered to revise the motion 
plans of moving objects using the predicted travel-speeds. 
This revision occurs before answering queries. The 
accuracy of query processing with travel-speed prediction 
may be improved by using a more sophisticated travel 
speed prediction method. 
 
M. J. Miller et al. [17] presented a protocol in which energy 
is conserved by amortizing the energy cost of 
communication over multiple packets. In addition, author 
allows sensors to control the amount of buffered packets 
since storage space is limited. To achieve this, a two-radio 
architecture is used which allows a sensor to wake up a 
neighbor with a busy tone and send its packets for that 
destination. Xue et al. [18] offered solutions to minimize the 

energy consumptions for real time task in wireless 
embedded systems. D. Estrin et al. [19] described the 
directed diffusion for designing distributed sensing 
algorithms. To achieve energy savings it enables diffusion 
by selecting good paths and by caching and processing data 
in network. B. Liang     et al. [20] suggested a novel 
predictive distance-based mobility management scheme, 
which takes full advantage of the correlation between a 
mobile’s current velocity and location and its future 
velocity and location.  
 
Y.Shang et al. [21] formulated the idea of converting the 
distance information in to the coordinate vector has become 
prevalent in Wireless sensor network localization and also  
used classical Multidimensional Scaling to find the 
configuration of points in space that satisfies a set of 
supplied dissimilarities. Wang et al. [22] offered the 
localization problem as a graph embedding problem and 
then use the kernel locality preserving projection technique 
to estimate the relative locations of all sensor nodes. 
 
3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
In this section we state the problem. Given a set of m sensor 
nodes with known location (xi  ,yi) , 1≤ i ≤ m  and a set of n 
objects  with unknown location (xo  ,yo), 1≤ o≤ n and a set of 
distance estimation dio, where 1≤ i, o ≤ m, i ≠ o, we have to 
determine the location of every missed object, such that the 
missing object can be retain to the tracking process. In 
solving this stated problem, some important metrics should 
be considered named Energy consumption and location 
error. In order to promote the lifetime of the whole 
network, energy dissipation and location error are to be 
minimized and this is the aimed goal of this paper. 
 
3.1 System Description 

 
In this work, we assume that sensor nodes are static and the 
topology, location of sensor is well known to base station 
and we also assume that the communication between the 
senor nodes and the base station are based on multi hop 
communication. We adopt a network model as proposed in 
[6] where a sensor node is activated only where there is an 
object in its monitor region. Besides, the activated node is 
scheduled to be in active mode for X seconds and in 
sleeping mode for (T - X) seconds during the T seconds 
periodically to save the energy as shown in Fig 1. Its ability 
to predicting the objects future movements and to tracking 
them with the less number of sensor nodes, while keeping 
the rest of the sensor nodes in the network in a sleep mode. 
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Fig 1.Relation between X, T, (T-X) 
 
Since we are using a prediction technique to determine the 
future movements of a moving object, it is possible to find 
some missing objects during the tracking process. 
Therefore, there is a need to develop a solution to find any 
missing object and return the network to the prediction 
tracking process. When dealing with object tracking, there 
is uncertainty in the association between objects and 
measurements. Each sensor produces a set of unlabelled 
measurements and therefore the tracking algorithm has to 
estimate the measurements of these object produced or if 
the measurement is due to noise the object tracking is 
performed by obtaining an estimate of its state. When the 
number of objects to be tracked is more than one, a multi 
object state is considered by check each individual object 
state.  
In this paper, based on Atomic multilatertion and 
collaborative location estimation, we propose an object 
tracking algorithm to accurately track an object using a 
prediction-based technique. When a sensor detects the 
object, it will store the object information in its local 
memory, but it is very likely that the detecting result is 
affected by noise and other environmental factors, resulting 
in inaccurate object location estimation. Therefore, we 
further estimate the position of an object using   Bayesian 
estimation method to reduce the effect of noise. Bayesian 
estimation method uses all known information to construct 
the posterior probability density of the system state 
variables. It means, it predicts the priori probability density 
of the state according to the prediction based model of the 
system, and then uses the newest measurement to amend 
the posterior probability resulting in optimal state 
estimation. 
 
3.2 Atomic Multilatertion 
 
Position of an object in the plane is determined by two 
parameters namely x and y coordinates. The distance 
measurement with respect to the landmark, places the 
object in a circle centered at the landmark where radius is 
the measured distance. 
In general the distance measurement is very essential to 
completely localize an object. For example, suppose we 

number the object whose location is mentioned as object 0 
and the available landmark nodes are mentioned as 1, 2, n 
as shown in Fig 2. Let the position of the node i be (xi ,yi) 
and its Time of Arrival at object 0 to be ti (for 1 ≤ i ≤ m)  
 

 
 

Fig 2. Location Calculations 
 
If s denotes the local signal propagation speed, then for 
each i, 1≤ i ≤ n   
�(xi−x0)2 + (yi−y0)2 + εi(x0, y0, s) = sti       (1) 
where εi , Denotes the error, ith measurement due to noise. 
Our goal is to estimate(xo  ,y0) and s, to minimize the 
weighed total squared error 
ε(x0, y0, s) = ∑ δi2n

i=1  εi2 (x0, y0, s)   (2) 
Assume δi = 1 
We can linearize above system of n constraints by squaring 
and subtracting the equation (2) and obtaining linear 
equation of the form 
 
2x0(xi − x1) + 2y0 (yi − y1) + s2 (ti2 − t12) =      (xi2 − yi2) +
(xi2 − y12 )       (3) 
  
We treat  s 2 as new variable, we can write this in matrix 
form as V=UA  
 

Where U = �
x0
y0
s2
�     

 

 A =  �  
2(x2−x1) 2(y2−y1) t22 − t12

2(x3−x1) 2(y3−y1) t32 − t12

2(xn−x1) 2(yn−y1) tn2 − t12
     �  And 

 

  V = �    
−x22 − y22  + x12 + y12

−x32 − y32 + x12 + y12

−xn2 − yn2 + x12 + y12
�          

 
 
The solution to the system is given by         
 U = ( (ATA)−1 AT) × V   (4) 
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The Atomic multilateration scheme considers coordinates 
calculation in location estimation process as a parameter in 
estimation problem. Specifically in multilateration scheme, 
the imprecise distance estimation εi  is often the main 
source of error. 
 
3.3. Collaborative Location Estimation 
 
Object Location Estimation can be calculated using 
Standard Estimation Theory [2]. 
 
zit = h(x (t),  λi

(t))      (5) 
zi

(t)  Time dependent measurement of sensor  
λi

(t) Sensor characteristic 
x(t)  Parameter  
Estimate nonlinear relation between sensor type, sensor 
position, and noise model and parameter, 
Equation (5) can be written as  
  h�x(t), λi

(t)� = fi(x(t), λi
(t)) + wi

(t)      (6) 
       
Where fi is non linear function and wi is noise with known 
covariance, if fi  is a linear function  
Equation (6) can be written as  
 
h(x(t), λi

(t)) = Hi( λi
(t))x(t) + wi

(t)      (7) 
         
Assume static vector x =[x,y] T is the unknown object 
position  
λi = [δi, σi2] T      (8)
     
Where, δi is known sensor position.    
σi is additive noise variance 
  
Assume signals transmit isotropic ally. Parameters are 
related to the measurement by 
 
 zi = ai

 ||X−δi ||  
α/2

 
 +  wi     (9)

      
    
Where ai  is random Variable  
Where wi is Gaussian variable with variance σi2 
Where  ∝ is known attenuation coefficient. 
 
 Assume α =2  in  Equation- (9)  
 Let x ϵ ℝ2 is the position of the object and 
 Let δiε ℝ2 is the position of the sensor i and 
 Zi  is the amplitude measurement of the sensor. 
 
By omitting noise term signal model, equation (9) can be 
rewritten as 
 
||x ||2  + ||δi||2  − 2xδi  =    ai

 zi
    (10)      

Where i= 1, 2,…….       
                                                             

To generate a set of linear constraint, assume i= 1 and 
obtain  
−2(δi − δ1)Tx = ai(1 zi⁄ − 1 z1⁄ ) −  ||δi||2 − ||δ1||2   
      (11) 
 
Let ci  = −2(δi − δ1) and di  =  ai(1 zi⁄ − 1 z1⁄ ) −  ||δi||2 −
||δ1||2   
 
Equation (11) can be re written  as     
 
   ciTx = di     (12)
           
Through given m sensors, we obtain m-1 linear constraints, 
Therefore equation (12) can be re written as  
 
   Cm−1x = dm−1            (13)     
                                                                                 
By using least square method equation (9) can be written as  
x = [(cm−1T  cm−1)−1 cm−1T ]dm−1       (14)                                                                           
 
3.4. Bayesian iterative Estimation  
 
Goal of object location estimation is to obtain a good 
estimate of the object state x(t) from the sensor location 
history z(t).We use p (x) which denotes priori probability 
distribution function about statex. P(z/ x) denotes 
likelihood function of z given x. P(x/z) denotes posteriori 
distribution of x given z  
 
Relationship p(x/z), p(x),p(z/ x) is given by Bayesian 
theorem  

P(x/z) =
p�zx�p(x)

∫ p�zx�p(x)dx
=

p�zx�p(x)

p(z)
    (15) 

Where p(z) is marginal distribution called normalizing 
constant  
Bayes rule can be written as  
P(x/z)  = k. P(z/x) p(x)    (16) 
Using this Bayes rule iterative estimation of the true state 
can be produced. 
Moreover Mean of the distribution can be calculated using 
minimum mean squared error estimator 
x = ∫ x p�x z1� … … x zn� �dx   (17) 
 
Finally residual uncertainly of the estimate is approximated 
by the covariance  
ε =  ∫ (x − x�) (x − x�))T  p�x z1� … … x zn� �dx (18) 
 In order to accurately locate the position of the missed 
object O, iterative estimation of the mean can be calculated 
O = 1

n
∑i=1
n x�(i)     (19) 

 
O(n) = 1

n
∑i=1
n x�(i)       

 
O(n) = 1

n
∑i=1
n−1 x�(i) + 1

n
x�(n)    

 
O(n) = (n−1)

n
  X 1

n−1
∑i=1
n−1 x�(i) + 1

n
x�(n)  
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O(n) = (n−1)
n

  O(n − 1) + 1
n

x�(n)   (20) 
We made observations in equation (16) by adding noise to 
the true state priori probability distribution function about 
state x can be calculated using normal distribution N(µ,σ2). 

p(x) = 1
σ√2π

e(−(x − µ)2 (2σ2))⁄         (21) 

Where σ is the standard deviation and µ  is the mean. True 
State will be estimated using the posterior estimate from 
the previous observation as the prior for the next 
observation. The tracking algorithm utilizes posterior 
probability at every time step to estimate the location of a 
missed object, by using the iterative estimation of prior 
probability. 
 
4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS 
 
We conduct the computer simulation to show the efficiency 
of the proposed methods. The tracking algorithms are 
coded in Mat lab.  Simulations are carried out with 100 
logical   sensor nodes in a 100x100 m2  monitor area. We 
assume the sensing coverage range to be 15m. The network 
is based on grid topology as shown in Fig 3. We assumed 
that there are a certain number of key paths that an object 
may follow, in addition we assume that an object may 
choose a random path .Sensor node sends a report 
regarding the location of the moving object every 500 ms to 
the application. Every simulation will last for 120 s. We 
have conducted 200 trials to get an average value of the 
results for energy consumption, location error. TABLE 1 
describes the Simulation settings and TABLE 2 describes 
the Sensor node energy consumption. We carry out the 
simulations to measure total energy consumption and 
location error. 

 
 

Fig 3: Distribution of sensors and Objects 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
4.1 Total Energy Consumption  
 
Total Energy Consumption is the amount of energy 
consumed by the whole network to monitor the moving 
objects, which includes active and sleep mode during 
simulation. Let BE denote Bayesian estimation, CL denote 
collaborative location Estimation and AM denote Atomic 
multilateration as shown in Fig 4. The total energy 
consumption is greatly influenced by accuracy in 
prediction and when the object is moves out of the 
coverage area, sensor loose needless energy.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.Simulation results of Total Energy Consumption 
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4.2 Location Error 
 
Let object (R) denote the Real position of the object and 
object (E) denote the estimated position of the object in a 
sensor network as shown in Fig 5 and the location error is 
the distance between the estimated position and the actual 
position of an object. Among all the schemes, the atomic 
multilateration scheme performs worst, mainly because it 
has less information available for the next step calculation 
after the elimination of quadratic term. The Collaborative 
location estimation avoids such problems. Thus, it 
outperforms the atomic multilatertion methods. As shown 
in Fig 6, Bayesian Estimation method outperforms all the 
other methods. Specifically, we denote (xi, yi) as the correct 
coordinates of sensor i and (x0, y0) as the imprecise 
coordinates of an object. So location error = 
�(xi−x0)2 + (yi−y0)2 . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5.  Real Position and Estimated Position of Objects.  
 
    
 
 

 
Fig 6. Simulation Results of Location Error 
 
 
 

 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, we focused with the problem of coordinate 
calculation in location estimation process. This problem 
enables to find the real location and estimated location of 
an object, given a set of sensor nodes coordinates and its 
measurements. When the proposed methods are applied to 
computer simulation, it shows significant reductions in 
energy dissipation are achieved by using collaborative 
location estimation when compared with atomic 
multilateration. We come to know that proposed Iterative 
Bayesian estimation method performance is outstanding 
almost in all situations that were studied and the 
simulation results prove that the Bayesian estimation 
achieves good concert and it surpass atomic multilatertion 
and collaborative location estimation in terms of energy 
efficiency and location errors. 
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